
TOPIC IDEAS FOR PROCEDURAL WRITING ACTIVITIES

Procedural writing ideas examples - could use for grow/glow descriptive feedback .. A List Of Procedural Writing
Prompts Writing Topics, Writing Worksheets.

K-3 The numbered steps and closely-matched illustrations make this a nice addition to your collection of
how-to examples. The second half of the book includes extensions and snippets of additional information that
are good examples of how to make a text more interesting. Sentences should also provide detailed information
on the how of performing each of the steps in the process outlined. An idea for a prompt based on physical
descriptions is "How to Get Home from School;" this makes a good homework project focused on procedural
writing. Procedural texts are one of the few writing genres that regularly use the second person pronoun that
addresses the reader in a general way. These command words, or bossy words, such as cut, take, hold are often
used to give orders for readers to follow as they move step by step through the process outlined in the text.
This is a nonfiction genre and this should be reflected in the choice of language. To help your students get a
sense of the importance of the title and its relationship with the goal of the text, provide them with a set of
procedural texts with the titles removed. Photo Credits. Given the nature of these types of text, the simple
present tense is the preferred tense for this type of writing. The Teacher notes suggest how to use this resource
and how it is a reference point for writing tasks, not as a definitive Teachers of fluent writers could use these
as working texts for mini lessons about clarifying or adding to directions. Then, we can take a closer look at
some of the finer details. For example, remove carefully rather than simply remove - when care is necessary
for the satisfactory performance make sure it is stated explicitly. Discover the steps in making a banana split.
Posted by Lindsay Barrett A former elementary teacher and reading nonprofit director, Lindsay now works as
a literacy consultant and freelance writer while wrangling her four young children. For children to develop
good procedural writing skills, they need to understand what they are trying to give instructions on, who they
are giving instructions to and what steps they will be dividing their procedure into. Procedural writing can
seem a very unimaginative activity in the eyes of a child, so it is helpful to try to create prompts that allow
children to use their imaginative skills. It could be rewritten in a more standard How To format as a shared
writing exercise. Games or Sports Young soccer players in action on the field. Procedural writing TLF-IDM
Students in this Year 1 class learn about different procedural texts and the criteria for writing their own
procedure. In groups, have them brainstorm a variety of titles for the text. With more technical procedural
texts, titles may be more generic and standardized, such as simply Operating Manual or User's Guide or in its
most basic form, Instructions. She began writing professionally in , specializing in travel, education, literature
and cultural issues. It is important for children to be able to give directions to locations based both on physical
descriptions of the surroundings and on road maps.


